HARNESS THE POWER OF THOUSANDS OF BENEFITS EXPERTS AND
BUILD A BENEFITS PACKAGE THAT MEETS YOUR INDIVIDUAL NEEDS

Collaboration
leads to
innovative
solutions.

THROUGH THEIR EXPERTISE AND COLLABORATION,
UBA PARTNERS CAN MEET YOUR INDIVIDUAL
NEEDS AND DELIVER POWERFUL RESULTS FOR
YOUR COMPANY

Today, employers face a wave of challenges that threaten their success:
economic stress, rising benefit costs and health care reform, to name a few. To
survive -- and thrive -- employers must find solutions that can control benefit
costs and still provide options that will attract and retain the best workforce.
How can you do all that and know that you're making the right choices? Start
with us. We are a Partner of United Benefit Advisors, a Partner-owned alliance of
the nation's premier independent advisory firms.

Better cost
management

UBA Partners aren't franchises -- they are independent benefits advisors who live
in your community and understand your unique needs. While they remain
independent, UBA Partners join together in a network of information sharing,
allowing them to tap into the experiences of more than 2,000 benefits
professionals. By gaining knowledge and resources from their colleagues across
the country, UBA Partners can find sophisticated, cost-effective solutions that are
equal or better than those from large brokerage firms while continuing to offer
the personal service that only an independent advisor can deliver.

through
shared
wisdom
and
buying
power

The UBA partnership is a diverse crowd that spans North America and the United
Kingdom and is composed of experts in a wide range of employer-related fields,
including benefit plan management, HR consulting, compliance, retirement
services and more. Whatever challenge you face, UBA Partners can find solutions
for you through their shared best practices, documents and high-quality services.

In addition to their
expertise and resources,
UBA Partners share a few
other vital assets -- trust,
integrity and total
commitment to the
success of their clients.

In addition to their expertise and resources, Partners share a few other vital assets
-- trust, integrity and total commitment to the success of their clients. By being
Partners of UBA, advisors demonstrate that they are committed to helping their
clients craft competitive benefits packages while adhering to the highest level of
ethical standards in the industry. UBA partnership requires a real dedication to
honesty, professionalism and integrity -- values that translate into superior service
for employers.
Not every advisory firm can meet these stringent standards of quality and
expertise. Partnership is granted by invitation only, and firms are carefully
selected based on their professionalism and success. Ask us today about how our
UBA affiliation can help protect your company's financial health and make a real
difference in the lives of your employees.

HOW UBA'S SHARED WISDOM BENEFITS YOU

OUR UBA PARTNERSHIP ALLOWS US TO PROVIDE PREMIER,
PERSONALIZED SERVICE THAT CAN HELP YOU OFFER THE BEST
BENEFITS FOR YOUR EMPLOYEES. HERE'S HOW:

A WIDE RANGE OF SERVICES
• Consultative & Strategic Plan Design
• Health & Welfare Plan & Qualified Plan
Brokerage

SHARED WISDOM
Partner Firms share best practices, get guidance and access resources
through UBA's intranet, the Wisdom Network. By sharing ideas and
strategies, Partners stay ahead of benefit trends and are equipped to craft
unique solutions in today's turbulent economic environment.
CURRENT KNOWLEDGE
Partners meet regularly with their colleagues and other industry leaders to
train and share solutions. UBA Partner Firms never stop learning, and that
stream of knowledge translates into better service for you.

• Renewal Pricing Evaluation & Plan Cost
Forecasting
• Medical Stop Loss, IB NR & Reserve
Calculations
• Health Care Cost-Containment Strategies
• Medical Claims Analysis & Individual
Predictive Modeling
• Actuarial Consulting: Medical, Retiree
Medical & Pension Plans
• FSA, HRA, HSA & COBRA Administration
• HR Consulting

COLLABORATION AND COMMITMENT

• HIPAA Compliance Solutions

When you face a tough challenge, you can rely on a UBA Partner who can
draw on the knowledge and services of thousands of benefits
professionals. No matter what the issue, UBA Partner Firms will work to
find the solution for you.

• Health Care Claims Auditing Solutions

TOP TOOLS
UBA Partners have access to a wide range of exclusive benefits and
HR-related tools. This includes the nation's largest health plan
benchmarking survey, that no one else -- not even the big brokers -- can
offer.
TRUSTED, PROVEN ADVICE
To be part of UBA, Partners must have a proven track record of financial
success, experience and integrity. UBA Partner Firms strive to be the most
trusted and most reliable benefits experts in their individual market.

• Worksite Marketing Programs & Voluntary
Product Placement
• Executive Compensation & Benefits
• Personal Financial Planning & Asset
Management
• Customized Employee Benefits Website &
Document Library
• Web-Based Employee Enrollment & Benefit
Communication Systems
• Daily Benefits & HR Updates, Legislative
Guides, Document Center, & Links Library
• ACA Resource Center
• Merger & Acquisition Due Diligence
• Compliance Webinars, Alerts & Newsletters
• Private Insurance Exchange

WHAT DOES ALL THAT GIVE YOU?
You get powerful results that help you secure the well-being and
productivity of your workforce while saving you time and money.

• Wellness Consulting & Employee Assistance
• Total Compensation Statements &
Prescription Drug Management
• UBA Stop Loss Captive

®

Shared Wisdom. Powerful Results.

United Benefit Advisors® (UBA) is a Partner-owned alliance of nearly 140
premier independent benefit advisory firms. With more than 200 offices
throughout the United States, Canada, and the United Kingdom, UBA ranks in
the top 10 in global employee benefits revenue.

United
Benefit
Advisors
is the
nation's
leading
independent

UBA Partners — who actively collaborate with more than 2,000 experienced
benefits professionals — are uniquely prepared to share their collective wisdom
with busy employers who want the assurance that they are making informed
choices that improve the lives of their employees and their families.
UBA Partners and their clients collectively produce an annual health plan
benchmarking survey that includes responses from more than 19,557 health
plans sponsored by nearly 11,524 employers nationwide. It is by far the most
comprehensive, validated survey of medical plan design and plan costs
currently conducted.

employee
benefits
advisory
organization.

The UBA Health Plan Survey provides small to midsize employers with valuable
benchmarking data that previously were only available to large corporations. By
using this data, advisors who are Partners of UBA can help employers more
accurately evaluate costs, contrast the current benefit plan's effectiveness
against competitors' plans and adjust accordingly. This gives employers a
distinct competitive edge in recruiting and retaining a superior workforce.
UBA also sponsors the Benefit Opinions Survey, which delineates employers'
positions on health care strategy, benefits philosophy and opinion, health plan
management, employee communications and more.

EMPLOYER BENEFITS

As a Partner of UBA, we will
work with you to analyze your
benefit needs, prioritize your
goals and provide you with
technology tools that will
streamline costs and improve
your overall benefit package.
With the shared knowledge
and expertise of thousands of
other UBA benefits
professionals, UBA Partner
Firms can meet the needs of
any size business.
UBA Partners help more than
36,000 employers design
competitive medical plan
strategies to clearly identify
savings opportunities and
encourage employee
acquisition and retention.
UBA Partners educate 2 million
employees and their families
so they become better health
care consumers and lead
healthier lives, easing the
strain on health care claims
and costs.
In 2016, UBA Partners saved
employers, on average, 6%
from their initial medical plan
renewal offer.

Baltimore · Bethesda · Frederick ·
Hagerstown · Washington DC
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Shared Wisdom. Powerful Results.
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240-422-8799 or toll free
855-333-6399
www.tribridgepartners.com
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